Survey results
Local authority survey
Objectives
●
gather a national picture of taxi licensing
processes
●
help gather statistics on service delivery
nationally
●
ﬁnd out if there is an appetite for end to end
digital application processes
●
understand how users currently engage with
authorities
●
help understand how local authorities may
be able to build better taxi licensing services
in the future
●
broaden our awareness, gain insights and
open engagement with authorities facing
similar issues
*All statistics on this slide are based on answers provided from 98
local authorities and are not representative of a national picture.

View Taxi User Survey Results
View Local Authority Survey Results

98 local authorities completed our survey, looking
after a total of 18.5million residents

11 different systems are used by the local
authorities surveyed to deliver taxi licensing
services
Processing a new driver application takes 6
weeks on average. Results ranged between 1
week and 17 weeks
On average, local authorities have 4.3 licensing
staff delivering their taxi licence service

68% of authorities have a fully paper based
service for processing taxi licence applications

Survey results

*All statistics provided on this slide are based on
answers provided from 98 local authorities and
are not representative of a national picture.

Local authority survey
How licences are processed

Contact channels

Survey results conﬁrmed our assumptions. Most authorities
operate paper-based application processes, with 68% of 98
authorities surveyed, only using paper-based processes. Only 8%
of authorities surveyed oﬀer digital application processes. A mix
of paper-based and digital is oﬀered by 22%.

We wanted to ﬁnd out how applicants currently contact their
council to apply for a taxi licence. This allows us to consider
the eﬀects of any channel shift in the future. Currently,
applicants ‘prefer’ contacting authorities in person or by
telephone. Only approximately 10% currently contact their
council through a digital channel.

Survey results
Local authority survey - Licensed drivers
Applicants tend to visit a council ofﬁce up to 3 times throughout the application process. In some cases however,
applicants attend council ofﬁces on 8 separate occasions. Some authorities streamlined their processes so an
applicant only has to make one face to face visit throughout the licence application process.
Each council processes on average 427 renewal driver licence applications per annum. Some authorities range
from 100 renewal application to a staggering 5500 renewal applications per annum.
On average it takes 6 weeks to process a new driver application. The shortest amount of time to process an
application is 1 week and the longest is 17 weeks.
On average each council receives 88 new driver applications per annum. This ranges nationally from 2 to 742 new
applications.
A new driver application costs applicants on average £280, but this varies from £66 to up to £591.
It's worth noting the taxi licensing service is a cost neutral service. Therefore each application fee varies per
authority depending on the total cost of the licensing service.
*All statistics provided on this slide are based on answers provided from 98 local authorities and are not representative of a national picture.
** Theses statistics do not include any dual licences. This is something we would like to measure potentially in a future discovery project.
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Operator licences
Each council has an average of 50
operator licences on record. Some
authorities licence as few as 3 operators,
with others licencing as many as 314.
It takes an average of 2 weeks to
process an operator licence. Processing
time takes between 1 week and 8 weeks
depending on authority.
On average authorities process 7 new
operator licences per annum. Figures
differ between authorities processing 1
licence per year up to 43 operator licence
per annum.
*All statistic and quotes on this slide are based on
answers provided from 98 local authorities. They are not
representative of a national picture.

Vehicle licences
Local authorities hold an average of 680 licensed vehicles on record. This
number ranges from 114 to 4892 vehicle licences held across 98 authorities.
On average authorities process 139 new vehicle licences per annum. Our
results show authorities can process between 10 and 750 new vehicle
licences per year.
Councils process 594 renewal vehicle licence applications per year. Across
our responses the minimum renewal number of vehicle licences was 94. The
maximum number was 4200.
It takes, on average, 2 weeks to process a new vehicle licence.

We asked:
‘How often do you
require taxi vehicles to
have a test/retest?’
Out of 39 responses the
majority of councils test
taxi vehicles every year
or 6 months for older
vehicles.
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“It’s not something we have considered so would need to be
convinced. 'Maybe' would have been a better option.”
“We will be looking to do this in due course.”

Local authority survey quotes
Digital appetite
55.24% of the 98 authorities who completed our survey
would adopt a full digital service.
However, we believe this number could be higher.
Comments from this question suggested that those who
selected ‘no’ did so because they believed some aspects
of the service could never be 100% digital.
31 authorities showed interest in being kept up to date
with ﬁndings from the project.

*All statistic and quotes on this slide are based on answers provided from 98
Local Authorities. They are not representative of a national picture.

“We would want to use the same licensing software to issue
all licences. We are not interested in a stand alone module for
taxis.”
“We have MOT bookings online, and are shortly to go digital
for all applications.”
“We do not like our work being at the mercy of an electricity
surge or our staﬀ to be a risk of too much screen time.”
“Must consider how any new end to end solution ﬁts in with
our existing back oﬃce.”
“The process we have in place currently works for us and the
trade”
“ I am interested in your project. Good luck! .... I may be able
to share more info with you, which may help.”
“Not end to end. As part of the process some face to face
contact is required to ensure ﬁtness, identity etc. and at
present we believe that is best done personally.”
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Taxi user survey
An initial purpose statement, agreed by the three local
authorities, focused on the safety of the taxi user. Therefore, it
was important for us to collect information from taxi users to
understand what safety means to them and how the licensing
process aﬀects them, even though they aren’t directly involved
in the process.

Objectives
●
●
●
●

help understand how taxi services are used
help understand what safety means to taxi users
help understand how we might build a better taxi
licensing service in the future
broaden our awareness and open engagement with the
public

The results provide an insight into what taxi users believe to be
important to them with regards to safety, such as being able to
clearly see taxi licence plates and driver’s badges, and how they
react to situations when the licensing process has failed and
they feel unsafe when travelling. However, to gain more a
more detailed understanding on speciﬁc responses further
discovery would be required to follow up with
respondents.

532 people completed our taxi user
survey. We received responses from a
cross section of users across the North
East of England.
11% of respondents have reported a
taxi driver

83% of users normally travel in the
evening

21% of users have experienced
feeling unsafe when using a taxi

52% of users travel in taxis at least
once a month if not weekly or daily.
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37% of 496 people travel alone
in a taxi

39% of people surveyed expect taxi
drivers to know facts about tourism
in the area

How often do you use taxis?
Of 526 users, 252 people rarely use taxis,
171 use taxis at least once a month, 95 use
taxis weekly and 8 use taxis everyday.

Why do people use taxis?
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

29% when consuming alcohol
22% going to/from social events
20% airport journey
10% appointments
6% shopping
4% work
9% other (ad hoc occasions)

We asked: ‘How often do you
use taxis? If never, please tell
us why.’
“Do not trust them.”
“Buses are easier and cheaper
to get.”
“I no longer feel safe getting
taxis.”
“I walk, cycle or use public
transport or my own vehicle.”
“No need.”
“Not safe.”

How are taxi services accessed?
Of 492 respondents, 81% prefer booking a
taxi through an operator via the telephone
or a taxi company app.

“There are not taxis to use in
our area, nearest are in Alnwick
so if you need to go short
distances it’s difﬁcult to get
taxis.”
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What reassures users that drivers are licensed?
●

●

●

●

37% of users feel more assured when a driver has
licence plates clearly attached on their vehicle
(19% Female, 18% Male & <1% gender not disclosed)

We asked users to rank what the most
important thing is to them when travelling in a
taxi?
1.

24% feel more assured when receiving conﬁrmation of
their driver & vehicle from an operator
(18% Female, 6% Male & 0% gender not disclosed)

The driver is licensed and fully DBS checked (53%)
(30% Female, 23% Male & <1% gender not disclosed);

2.

22% are assured when they know the taxi driver works
for a taxi company
(12% Female, 9% Male & 1% gender not disclosed)

The vehicle is driven safely and keeps to speed limits
(37%) (18% Female, 18% Male & 1% gender not
disclosed);

3.

The driver speaks English (5%)
(2% Female, 3% Male & 1% gender not disclosed);

17% of users feel more assured when a driver clearly
displays their ID badge
(6% Female, 11% Male & 0% gender not disclosed)

4.
The driver has good knowledge of the area (3%)
(1% Female, 2% Male & 1% gender not disclosed);
5.

The driver has good personal appearance (1%)

6.

The vehicle has CCTV (1%)
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7.7% of users said they did not know
who to contact if they needed to
report a taxi driver.

Taxi user survey

Public safety

21% would contact the Police. 29%
would contact the council’s licensing
team.
42% would go direct to the taxi
company.

We asked users ’Have you ever felt unsafe
when travelling in a taxi?’
21% (15% Female & 6% Male) of users
experienced feeling unsafe when travelling
in a taxi.
16% (12% Female & 4% Male) said they
experienced feeling unsafe in the evening.

11% of users in our survey have reported a taxi
driver. The main reasons for complaints are:
●
●
●
●

the drivers behaviour towards a
passenger
dangerous driving
vehicle breakdowns
language barriers
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Public safety

“Poor driving, he
struck
pedestrian whilst
he was crossing
the road because
driver drove
through red
light”

‘Please tell us why you felt unsafe
and what, if any, actions you took
after that?’
“Bad driving, didn't
use again”
“When travelling alone”

“Although I sometimes need to use
taxis I try to avoid it unless
absolutely necessary as I feel
vulnerable in a car with another
person that I know nothing about”

“Driver made me feel
uncomfortable by starting
a conversation about sex, I
shut the conversation
down. No action taken.”

“Drivers were not aware of the
routes to take and therefore
made what I consider to be
dangerous manoeuvres to get
back on track”

“Using a rank cab.
Booked after that.”

“Only on one occasion, the driver
used his mobile phone whilst
driving.”

“I should have reported
taxi driver but at the time
didn't know how to.”
“The standard of
driving was appalling,
drove too fast and
pulling out in front of
other vehicles”
“Don't know who the
driver is.”
“I dropped my mobile phone as I got
into the taxi. The driver picked it up
and put it in his pocket - saying he
would give me it back once he
received his fare. I paid my fare but
he would not return my phone. He
said I had to perform oral sex on him
to get it back. I got out without my
phone and rang the police. I didn't
get his badge number as I was so
shaken up so he got away with my
phone and his perversion.”
“Taxi kept breaking down on way
home”

“Not driving safely or to
speed limits. Not knowing
where they're going.
Various bangs and rattles
coming from car.”
“Language barrier”
“The driver could not speak
English and did not know
where my address was”
“The door locked when the
car started moving”
“Will only ever use an app
where taxi is tracked”

